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A wonderful new venue to find all the native plants you need! 
Who would guess that NPQ has something to thank COVID19 for! When the related rules and 

regulations we are required to follow were applied in detail to the Market layout plan for the 

originally proposed Strathpine Community Centre, it became apparent that it was impossible to 

provide the social distancing space to comfortably accommodate the expected customer numbers or 

fit the number of tables requested by Growers. We knew from the venue investigations done two 

years ago to replace Grovely TAFE, that there is only one large suitable space on Brisbane’s northside 

and that is the Samford Showground Barn.  So that was quickly investigated. 

 

DATE: The original date for the Autumn Plants Market April 10 was unavailable, but April 24 was 

available and was reserved immediately but not before we planned the layout in this impressive 

barn to ensure it is a suitable venue.  Everything about the Barn was found to be eminently suitable!  

LOCATION: The Samford Showground is located in Highvale, easily accessible from several directions 

and importantly offers a large environmentally conscious population on acreage properties in 

approx. a 10km radius - south from Dayboro, west from Albany Creek and north from the western 

suburbs via The Gap and Ferny Grove.  Customers further west could drive over Mount Glorious.   

Part of our assessment for the venue involved comparing distance of travel from the Brisbane CBD. 

(Distances using main roads were provided from Google maps):   Mt Coot-tha is 8km;   Strathpine is 

25km;   Logan LEAF is 29km;   Rosewood is 62km;   and Samford Showgrounds is 31km.   

SAMFORD VALLEY: Everyone knows about Samford village and its attractive location and facilities, 

however Highvale is 5 km further west along the valley and as you traverse the attractive winding 

Mount Glorious Road you can be forgiven for thinking you have gone too far! So we will provide 

suitable roadside signs along the way and through the Highvale acreage properties into the 

Showgrounds.  At the gate the large Showground sign makes it obvious you have arrived, but our 

NPQ sign will confirm this and our Feather banners will lead you to the designated carpark area. 

ENJOY THE LOCALITY: We suggest that when people come to the Market instead of retracing their 

steps back via Samford after purchasing, they continue on, to Mount Glorious and back to the city 

via The Gap & Ferny Grove, or maybe over the mountain to the Brisbane Valley. Or perhaps circle 

back north through the valley via Dayboro, Lake Samsonvale and Petrie. There are lots of travel 
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opportunities! Take a picnic lunch or enjoy one of the local restaurants.  Why not stay overnight at 

the fully serviced camping ground adjacent to the hall? (Contact Showgrounds for fees & booking). 

 
 
LAYOUT PLAN: Growers tables have been laid out in individual groups, spaced much like a garden 
centre, all interconnected with optimum space for customer circulation. Another positive is that 
Growers will have larger tables at this venue @ 2.4m x 750mm – 600mm longer than usual, which 
will maximise plant display and aid ease of selection. 
 

The Point of Sale section includes a marshalling area at the end of the queue where customers are 
directed to one of the three checkout lanes, using screens to divide and separate as required by the 
pandemic regulations. 
 

The extensive veranda provides ideal cool shady locations for entry queues, COVID19 registration, 
Information, Membership, an area for displays, and a stall for drinks & snacks with tables & chairs.   
 

We are confident that this barn will prove to be a resounding success for Growers and customers 
alike, and will be the first of many annual Autumn Plants Markets to be held in the Samford Valley. 

 

Lawrie Smith - Displays Officer & Trevor Bacon - Sales Officer 

Expansive veranda – a place to socialise!                      Spacious interior – room for all! 


